Utilise enLight SMART technology
across all of your existing assets

Introducing enLight
– enAbling SMART Technology
We are a company founded on a belief…
…That the environmental and energy challenges of
the 21st century can be solved through technology.
Evolve your existing infrastructure with enLight’s customer centric solutions. Deploy systems
proven to reduce energy consumption, whilst generating a scalable platform for the
implementation of the Internet of Things.
For many years, the adoption of environmentally viable technology has been beyond the grasp
of most localities and organisations. Our vision is one where people will work together to
create a simple, automated world that improves the quality of life for everyone.
And to support this aim, enLight has developed a system on which this future can be
constructed. Our intelligent networks put the tools in your hands to effectively understand your
environment and create automatic patterns of response.
Our products and approach are both superior to those of our competitors. Beyond simply cost
effective technology – enLight gives you the power to make the difference.

enLight maximises the potential of
your urban infrastructure
we provide you with
SMART platforms that
deliver an unparalleled
return on investment in
your Internet of Things
technology.

enLight’s intelligent solutions help evolve an
Internet of Things (IoT) backbone for SMART
cities, facilities management, construction
and other key location-centric sectors.

International Shell Springboard winner,
enLight implements and develops control
solutions. These systems transform your
existing power infrastructure to promote
a flexible wireless connectivity platform
capable of delivering intelligent monitoring
functionality.

enLight really is the SMART way forward.

At the foundation of this technology is our
ultra-secure, high traffic, energy efficient
platform, which can be retrofitted to
existing lighting systems, reducing power
consumption costs by 50% and maintenance
costs by an even higher percentage.

Unlock your ability to instantly shape
responses to key environmental challenges.

WINNER

The cost effective route to overcome
environmental challenges

enLight empowers your urban monitoring with solutions
built for your city, town, village or campus which reduce
energy consumption, time and costs.

Are your prepared for a bold new future?
Contact enLight today on +44 1508 521227
to evolve your city’s environmental management.

enAct Decorative
Lighting Controller

enVisionTM
SMART Screen

TM

enSenseTM Range

Control temporary
displays

Air quality, noise, micro-climate,
surface temperature

Measure power
consumption

Lantern or bracket
mounted

Synchronise
multiple units

Up to 10 year life
expectancy

Super bright DOT
matrix display
Weather and
vandal proof
Connects wirelessly
to enTalkTM network

enSenseTM
Water Level
Monitor
Early warning of
localised flooding
Mounted in base of column
Transmits via lantern

enSenseTM Traffic Monitor
Counts trucks, cars, bikes and pedestrians
No video recorded or transmitted
Dynamically controls traffic signals

SMART Urban Infrastructure

Discover the Intelligence of
Your Urban Infrastructure
- in your cities, towns and villages
Utilise your existing lighting networks to harness
the power of environmental monitoring and
feedback systems.
The enLight Difference
A continual increase in urbanisation is putting
a tremendous pressure on your resources and
public services. Combine this with a decrease
in available budget and there’s a shortfall in
delivery. It has never been more important
to find new ways of providing services. This
is where SMART technology can make a
difference for you.
enLight offers you the opportunity to
upgrade your street lights and simultaneously
deploy a sensor network to create a highly
scalable and cost effective Internet of Things
(IoT). This allows you to consolidate vital
monitoring and information systems to not
only reduce the cost of delivering public
services, but also measure the impact of
your spend.

Our approach for
the future
To reduce energy bills and maintenance
costs, local authorities and councils are
upgrading their existing public lighting
facilities. Some organisations have opted
to implement part time lighting as a power
saving exercise, with lights shutting down
between midnight and 5am.
Another popular solution is replacing existing
lanterns with lower power consumption light
sources such as LEDs. In both these illustrated
cases, each light must be physically altered
by a ground team, which has a significant
cost implication. If your organisation is
considering investing in the resources
necessary to make these changes, why not
maximise the result?

enLight proposes that you turn your high
cost street lighting into a strategic asset - by
utilising the existing power supply to support
a monitoring antenna every 30 metres.

Realise the potential
of your existing
architecture
Replacing your old and aged lighting stock
with new equipment to reduce costs is not
the main reason you should be considering
enLight. It’s the access we provide to a
fully scalable and extensible intelligence
network through this architecture.
Our energy efficient and low maintenance
lighting platform turns each lamp post into
a node in a mesh network. This means that
the connectivity you achieve is incredibly
cost effective and scalable. Villages, market
towns, and even university campuses can
benefit from this technology.
The Return-on-Investment is typically 3.5
years but certainly under 5 so it qualifies
for many of the low or zero interest “
invest to save” funding programs available
today. You can subsequently deploy an
array of sensors and actuators through the
low power wireless network created by the
lights, enabling you to monitor all kinds
of city metrics from air quality to parking
availability with results viewable through a
simple web interface.

Old infrastructure
- new solutions
At the foundation of your scalable mesh
network is enLight’s lighting products.
Our HID Retrofit Kit is used to replace
existing control systems on lanterns that are
5-15 years old and out of warranty but still
in good condition. This provides total
remote control of individual light posts,
whilst still achieving an energy saving
30-50%. The lifespan of the lamp is
extended by 2-3 times. A unique capability
of enLight which significantly decreases
your maintenance costs.
The HID Retro Kit powers any lamp from
26W to 150W, allowing you the choice of
a monochromatic (SON) light, for familiarity
or conservation reasons or a white light
source (metal halide), for improved colour
rendition, which is often a requirement for
use with CCTV.
enLight also provides a replacement lantern
for older lamps that Is fully equipped and
pre-wired for a simple 10-minute install,
helping minimise the labour costs associated
with implementation.
For existing or future LED deployments the
enLight enLinkTM adapter extends full
control and sensor connectivity for next
generation lighting platforms.

Connecting with
your environment
All enLight lighting solutions come with a
standard set of sensors. These primarily
reduce the costs of maintaining the lights,
but also included are others that produce
additional useful data. Multi-axis sensors
record impact, misalignment and light
direction metrics to test for accidental or
deliberate interference. Others test for light
level, colour temperature and temperature.

Our new platform has been augmented with
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) for iBeacon and
Eddystone support to enable location based
services for high street re-invigoration and
Point-of-Interest information. GPS improves
the accuracy of lighting asset registers,
establishing a reference point for BLE
powered navigation.
To fulfil the platform’s full monitoring
potential, you can add extra sensors to
the network. The enLight enSense™
range can be fitted to existing lanterns or
posts to measure and record a number
of useful city metrics, including microclimate information, noise levels, air quality,
particulate levels, smoke, PIR motion
triggering and flood detection, amongst
many others.

And become ready
for the future
enLight empowers you to deploy energy
efficient and low maintenance lighting
upgrades across a network of SMART City
applications constructed in a scalable and
cost effective manner. There is no difference
between the solutions we would provide for
the smallest village or the largest city as
with just a few street lights enabled both
will benefit from our unique array of
sensor technology.
Once the connectivity platform has been
built, you can simply add further sensors
and services to deliver the data in the format
you need. enLight turns existing assets into
a SMART Urban Infrastructure producing
a realisable system for every type of
municipality - forming the basis of new
services and applications for years to come.

The Internet Of Things
It’s Only Technology!

It brings the power of intelligent networks to
everyday urban and business life.

Are you ready to take advantage of the
opportunities this presents?
Contact enLight today on +44 1508 521227
to make a significant, positive difference to
your bottom line.

enVisionTM
SMART Screen
Super bright DOT
matrix display
Weather and
vandal proof
Connects wirelessly
to enTalkTM network

enSenseTM Range
Air quality, noise, micro-climate,
surface temperature
Lantern or bracket
mounted
Up to 10 year life
expectancy

enSenseTM High Power
Asset Monitor
Measures energy and
frequency
Enables dynamic 		
power control
Capable of demand
side response

enSenseTM Car
Park Monitor

enActTM IO Controller

Counts cars and bikes

8 channel input/8 channel output

Calculates space available

Connect legacy devices into BMS

Sends data to screen

DIN mountable

SMART Facilities Management

The Evolution of Intelligent
Facilities Management Systems
One of the greatest challenges of implementing
any new technology is the installation of new
infrastructure. enLight solves this problem by
utilising your existing lighting infrastructure to
create a SMART platform that significantly lowers
the cost of providing FM services.
What would your ideal facilities
management solution look like?
Is energy efficiency through the
maximisation of a limited power resource
your key objective?
Or do you need to monitor key
environmental factors like air quality or
moisture saturation?
enLight’s IoT solutions empower you to
overcome your energy use and site
monitoring challenges – from cost efficient
car parks through to intelligent networks
throughout a single site or entire business
parks – all constructed on existing lighting
networks.
Most buildings and campuses utilise external
lights. These can be used to create a low
power network capable of hosting various
types of sensors and actuators. However,
with enLight’s facilities management
solutions the functionality goes beyond the
outside environment.
Integrate your intelligent networks with
your internal systems to provide holistic site
feedback and environmental controls. With
finance industry level security, this provides
you with a resilient IoT backbone throughout
your site that will support the evolution of
future technology.

enLight’s facilities management systems allow
you to address the following challenges:
Energy usage - not just by building but
room by room or asset by asset
Motor health - create alerts for
pumps, fans, drives to inform preventative
maintenance
Temperature - of open spaces, plant 		
rooms and heat or cold sensitive assets
Humidity - external or internal moisture
levels for comfort or asset protection
Air quality - improving internal
environment for tenants or alerting for
dangerous gases near storage or plant
rooms
Space utilisation - numbers of people
and how long they are there
Traffic flow - counting volume of traffic
and average speed as well as the type
of vehicle or mode of transport as well as
pedestrians
Enhanced security - remote monitoring of
unmanned sites and tracking assets across
the site
Legionella - auto flush of hot water
faucets with auditable records for
compliance

Discover how enLight helps you achieve significant
savings on energy, costs and maintenance whilst
adding extra value to current assets - call now on
+44 (0) 1508 521227

SMART Facilities
Networks

Robust and Resilient
Networks

enLight’s SMART facilities networks and
monitoring solutions deliver identical core
benefits to those offered by our SMART City
solutions. With smaller sites, however it is
possible to integrate your entire site to
automate processes that reduce both your
energy and human labour costs.

One of the key features of enLight’s systems
is our focus on third party integration. All
standard devices on our networks use the
same connectivity technology, allowing you
to quickly and easily change the type of
sensor deployed in any node.

Existing enLight clients already utilise the
environmental management functionality of
these integrated systems. Examples include
controlling the temperature of rooms in
response to sensors monitoring heat loss
through windows, or switching lights onand-off based on the movement of people
through a building.
enLight’s approach constructs solutions
to the facilities management problems and
challenges facing you – there is no standard
product – only an exceptional outcome.

Flexible and Adaptable
Implementation
Unlike our city networks, with our
facilities management solutions, you can
accommodate your building’s internal
systems as part of the network and they
can react to changes in monitoring data.
enLight’s expansive reach unites your
facilities management beyond conventional
barriers.
Even physical barriers such as walls and
ceilings can be traversed by enLight’s highly
scalable MESH network which circumvents
these obstacles to communication. By
utilising enLight® DOLFins™on mains
powered nodes, this problem is simply
eliminated. It is this total integration across all
monitoring points that sets our systems apart
from the competition.
With complete visibility across your site,
enLight delivers the perfect system for
clients that require a fully comprehensive
SMART network.

Additionally, our network interfaces have
been designed to facilitate the
communication protocols of many
commonly occurring devices.
Where the implementation of specific
sensor equipment has been an essential
consideration, our development teams have
engineered the capacity to support this
technology for our clients.
With today’s modern systems creating little
differentiation between local networks and
the cloud, it is vital that enLight’s systems
deliver a high level of in-built security and
intrusion countermeasures.
This is achieved using software and hardware
solutions that meet the recommended
standards for the financial and banking
sectors.

Informing Accurate
Business Decisions
enLight gives your facilities management
controllers the ability to improve processes
and delivery times in controlling key
environmental and business critical solutions.
enLight’s systems are created in response
to your key challenges, providing always
on technology that consistently measures,
quantifies and reports on the data that
matters to your business. Utilise the accuracy
of our monitoring sensors to inform essential
facilities management decisions that are
attached to a real-world cost value.
In an increasingly technology driven world,
enLight provides a flexible and efficient
solution to overcoming implementation and
scalability challenges.

“As a means of reducing its costs and
minimising its carbon footprint, ARM has
upgraded the lamps in its Cambridge
car parks. We have already seen a 43%
decrease in electricity consumption
and, once we implement a dimming
profile, we expect to see a total saving
of 50% with its corresponding CO2
reduction.
This will result in an ROI of less than
3.5 years but with the added benefit
of full remote monitoring, control and
reduced maintenance costs.
We are so impressed that we are now
installing more enLight technology”.
Ian Whall, Facilities Manager
ARM Holdings PLC

Harness the power of enLight’s intelligent solutions
to create an integrated control and monitoring
solution for your business environment.

Do you want to boost your business IQ?
Contact enLight today on +44 1508 521227
to find out how you can overcome your key
site challenges.

Unit P, Loddon Industrial Estate,
Loddon, Norfolk,
NR14 6JD, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1508 521227
Email: sales@enlight.co.uk

www.enlight.network

